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1 GRAPHICS - MAP MANHATTAN PANS TO FAR SIDE OF QUEENS 1

(FLASHBACK - CURRENT MAP TO 1960’s map)

2 EST. - QUEENS - DAY 2

JUNE (V.O.)

I learned, many times over, very

early on there are going to be tons

of people that will say you can’t.

If you don’t try, learn from your

mistakes and embrace constant

change they are right. If you

empower yourself with a thinking

infrastructure, tech tools &

pragmatic processes, YOU CAN DO IT

whatever IT is!

3 EXT. - FAR ROCKAWAY HIGH SCHOOL - DAY 3

4 INT. - CAFETERIA - 4

NOTE: (Define and expand the different social groups

(greasers etc) in a wide panoramic shot of this diverse

student body of the 1960’s.) June a senior and Jerry a

freshman in a sea of teenagers. HS June wears a Majorettes

outfit, she is the Co-Captain. She stands in a superhero

pose, hands on hips and feet firmly planted on the ground.

JUNE (V.O.)

Far Rockaway High School, stopped

accepting students in 2008 as part

of a planned closure because of

declining grades. The doors closed

on June 27, 2011.

HS June approaches Ms. Cross. 4’6" skinny. short grey hair.

Voice made you cringe. She was overworked, and didn’t care

anymore

(CONTINUED)
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JUNE (V.O.)

We were on triple session and

convinced the cafeteria food was

made from Grade-G circus meat.

5,000 students and 1 guidance

counselor, who had been there for

decades. She didn’t give valid

guidance and you could expect

better counseling from a camp

counselor... In training.

HS JUNE

Well Ms. Cross I want to be a

banker.

MS. CROSS

You mean you want to be a secretary

to a Banker?

HS JUNE

Nope, I want to be a banker. I

worked the last 2 summers on Wall

Street first as a secretary to a

broker then as a secretary to a

banker.

MS. CROSS

Oh honey, banking is a man’s job.

Women can only be secretaries or

teachers. You have very good grades

in math. You would make an

excellent math teacher.

HS JUNE

I can’t be a banker because I am a

woman?

MS. CROSS

Now you are understanding! Listen,

honey I don’t know why you would

want to work? You are so pretty you

will make a wonderful housewife for

any man.

HS JUNE

Oh... OK I guess I pick math

teacher.

June leaves looking disappointed. She passed Jerry who

approaches Ms. Cross.

(CONTINUED)
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JERRY

What college should I apply to Ms.

Cross?

MS. CROSS

Maybe if you are lucky you could

get into a Trade School. You’re

such a slacker. Tell your parents

not to waste their money...You will

never amount to anything!

JUNE (V.O.)

Jerry went on to work at Pfizer and

in 1985 he was one of the inventors

AND patent owners of Atorvastatin.

Marketed under the trade name

Lipitor, it is used primarily as a

lipid-lowering agent for the

prevention of cardiovascular

disease.

Jerry "breaks the fourth wall" and talks directly to camera.

JERRY

It works by inhibiting HMG-CoA

reductase, an enzyme found in liver

tissue that plays a key role in

production of cholesterol in the

body.

CUT TO:

5 EXT. - FLORIDA MANSION 5

Present Day Jerry amidst his sprawling mansion with the

perfect tropical sunset backdrop. He’s so wealthy that his

loud Hawaiian shirt would be seen as eccentric.

ADULT JERRY

Atorvastatin became the world’s

best-selling drug, with more than

$125 billion in sales over

approximately 14.5 years!

He raises his tropical drink.

ADULT JERRY

Take THAT Ms. Cross!

DISSOLVE TO:
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6 CLOSE UP - MS. CROSS’ FACE 6

JUNE (V.O.)

I wonder if other FRHS graduates

had the same experience... somehow

with NYC grit and energy they

managed to become captains of

industry and often billionaires.

7 STOCK FOOTAGE OF 60’S HIGH SCHOOL FOOTAGE 7

For example business mogul Carl

Ichan. In the 1980’s he developed a

reputation as a "corporate raider"

after profiting from the hostile

takeover of TWA. Three Nobel Prize

winners went there, two in Physics,

Richard Feynman in 65’ and Burton

Richter in 76’. Also in 76’ Baruch

Blumberg won the Nobel Prize in

Medicine. Quite a centennial for

FRHS! Great women went there too

like basketball pioneer Nancy

Lieberman & Dr. Joyce Brothers

psychologist, TV personality and

sex advice columnist. Wasn’t all

roses, Bernard Madoff also went

there. He was convicted of the

largest Ponzi scheme fraud ever.

Yikes!

8 STOCK FOOTAGE OF 60’S HIGH SCHOOL MATH TEAM FOOTAGE 8

But as for me, I have always been

math-centric. When I was 11, I

wrote a 23 page book "Fun with

Math": Original Amusing Puzzles &

Problems by the pupils of PS 114

Queens. One of my teammates on the

FRHS Math Team was Kenneth Alan

Ribet (born 1948) now a famous

mathematician married

to mathematician/statistician Lisa

Goldberg. Ken studied mathematics

at Brown University then received

his PhD in 1973 from Harvard. After

three years of teaching at

Princeton and two years of research

in Paris, Ribet joined the faculty

at UC Berkeley in 1978. Ribet works

in number theory and algebraic

geometry. He is best known for his

proof that Fermat’s Last Theorem

would follow logically from the

modularity conjecture, a well known

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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EMPOWER (cont’d)
unproved conjecture about elliptic

curves. He was elected to the

American Academy of Arts and

Sciences in 1997 & the National

Academy of Sciences in 2000. He was

awarded the Fermat Prize in 1989

and was inducted as a Vigneron

d’honneur by the Jurade de Saint

Emilion in 1988. I always was able

to find the most brilliant people

in the room!

CUT TO:

9 EST. - BOSTON - DAY 9

Its a picture perfect spring day in the crown jewel of New

England. The sun is shining, the birds are singing all is

right with the world.

10 EXT. - BOSTON UNIVERSITY - DAY 10

In the heart of the Boston University is Nickerson Field.

This historically rich stadium is located just off

Commonwealth Avenue. In 1960 additional seating, new lights,

new sod and a modern press box were added for the Boston

Patriots who played on this field for 3 years.EXT.-

NICKERSON FIELD - DAY

This collegiate sea of Astroturf is filled with a large grid

of chairs in an arc facing the graduation stage on the 50

yard-line. Its a "full house" packed with emotionally proud

parents, friends and peers all smiling ear-to-ear. Graduates

in crisp new cap n’ gowns step on to the stage as their

names are called. Son receives his diploma.

PROUD DAD

That’s my son up there! Your mother

and I are proud of you son.

MOTHER cries tears of joy. Hugs PROUD DAD.

ANNOUNCER

June Klein graduating magna cum

laude.

Young June Klein steps on to the stage looking flawless.

Every crease of her gown flows just right. She walks like a

superhero. She reaches for her diploma...

FREEZE FRAME - JUNE SMILING W/ HAND ON THE DIPLOMA

(CONTINUED)
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JUNE (V.O.)

Well, that’s what I imagine it

would have looked like. I DID

graduate magna cum laude with 4.0

gpa from Boston University school

of education with a mathmatics

major. Things just looked more like

this...

WIPE TO:

11 EXT. - MULTIPLE MAJOR US CITES - DAY 11

Mobs are smashing windows, slashing tires and dragging

parked cars into intersections. It’s starting to look like

the levee of society will break.

JUNE (V.O.)

On May 2, 1970, after the American

Invasion of Cambodia, students

burned down the ROTC building at

Kent State. On May 4, poorly

trained National Guardsmen

confronted and killed four students

and wounding 9 others. 64 bullets

where fired total.

12 STOCK FOOTAGE OF US RIOTS/PROTESTS 12

13 EXT. - BOSTON UNIVERSITY CAMPUS - DAY 13

The BU campus protests are an expression of shock and

outrage. The tension is palpable, the powder keg is lit.

Protest signs read: "GET THE HELL OUT OF VIETNAM", "I want a

live brother not a dead hero" "unite peace and freedom" a

banner hangs out of a window which read "They Can’t Kill Us

All."

JUNE (V.O.)

More than 4 million students at 450

universities, colleges and high

schools paralyzed campuses with

large scale student strikes &

protests. Some violent and some

non-violent. Students and police

clashed violently at 26 schools.

National Guard units were mobilized

on 21 campuses.

Amidst bomb threats and a national

student and faculty strike, more

than 400 BU classes were suspended.

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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JUNE (V.O.) (cont’d)
On May 5, the University Council

agreed to cancel the remaining

final exams for undergraduates, as

well as the University’s

Commencement, set for May 17.

The political upheaval came to a

peak, and to the powers-that-be it

was loud and clear. A victory?

Well, certainly a sign of respect

for the seriousness of students’

protests.

CUT TO:

14 INT. - BU LOCKERROOM - 14

EDDIE, IRA & 2 GUYS enter. Their sweaty attire speaks

volumes about their athletic ability. Also, their

knee-length socks, short shorts scream the 1970’s are here!

Eddie carries a basketball. Ira stands out of the pack. He

is a very handsome strapping young man with a head full of

thick black hair. If you looked up "tall, dark and handsome"

in the dictionary there would be a picture of this guy!

IRA the baseball playing aspiring lawyer going to Boston

University Law School and summer intern at Harvard Legal

Aid.

EDDIE

Wow, Ira you can really play ball!

You could be a pro, you’re so

athletic. Man those two guys were

so mad they lost.

Eddie "hi-five’s" Ira.

IRA (SAYS IT LIKE A FACT)

Well, thanks. I’m a baseball

player, I’m a pretty good pitcher.

Well I was, I had offers from

the Milwaukee Braves & the

Philadelphia Phillies.

EDDIE

How come you didn’t go pro?

IRA (CONT.)

When I was 14 I slid into the base

and caught my cleat in the

woodblock that holds the bag in

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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IRA (CONT.) (cont’d)
place. They should really find a

way to anchor the bag down somehow.

Anyway, my cleat hit the bag and

twisted my shin. The whole shinbone

shattered! I had to have a metal

plate and screws put into my leg.

When I was pitching it started to

hurt. The doc said if I kept

pitching I would walk with a limp

shortly after. If it wasn’t for

this leg I would have been a Pro.

Remembering the movie, Field of

Dreams, I wonder why bad things

like my leg happen. Yet, if I had

been drafted, I wouldn’t have met

June and that was and is a very

good thing!

EDDIE & IRA leave the lockeroom. GUY #1 blocks their way.

GUY #2 stands behind him.

GUY #1

You got lucky today Ira. I want a

rematch.

Ira genuinely laughs to himself thinking "This Guy wasn’t

that good". Ira takes a step calmly towards him, Ira blocks

the light as Guy #1 hides his fear.

IRA

Anytime you want a rematch. Let’s

make it interesting. I’ll play you

both. You and Howdy Doodie.

GUY #1(INTIMIDATED)

Uh... Sure.

Ira & Eddie walk off and on the way check their campus

mailboxes on the way.

Ira gets a draft letter with an "1-Y -Registrant qualified

for service only in time of war or national emergency."

IRA (V.O.)

The 1-Y classification was

abolished December 10, 1971. Local

boards were subsequently instructed

to reclassify all 1-Y registrants

by administrative action.

ZOOM IN - DRAFT LETTER

To: Ira Paul Klein, APN# 178 / Region I

(CONTINUED)
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By the authority of Selective Services.

Your physical examination for induction to the armed forces

is set for June 5th. Report to Fort Hamilton, Belt Parkway

for a Physical & X-Rays for military service in the Vietnam

War.

Ira stares at the letter, the letter stares right back.

CUT TO:

15 STOCK FOOTAGE - MEN IN UNDERWEAR UNDERGOING PHYSICALS 15

IRA (CONT.)

The lottery numbers were assigned

in December 1969 were used in 1970

both to call for induction and to

call for physical examination, a

preliminary call covering more men

by eliminating the graduate

deferment. The days of the year

were represented by the numbers 1

through 366 written on slips of

paper. The slips were placed in

plastic capsules, mixed in a

shoebox and dumped into a glass

jar. Capsules were drawn one at a

time. The first 195 birthdates

drawn were later called to serve in

the order they were drawn My DRAFT

NUMBER #178... The APN (highest

number) called for a physical was

215 for 1970. The lottery was found

to be unfair somehow.

June Steps in from out of nowhere!

JUNE (V.O.)

I can explain it, math major and

all.

IRA (CONT.)

But June we haven’t met yet in the

story.

JUNE (V.O.)

Oh, Ira we meet every lifetime.

Plus this is a story about me and

I’ll tell it my way. Let’s do math!

SSS Draft scatterplot of the days

of the year were horizontal and

their lottery numbers were

vertical. December birthdays (far

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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JUNE (V.O.) (cont’d)
right) were assigned many low

numbers (bottom), representing

early induction, and few high

numbers (top). People soon noticed

that the lottery numbers were not

distributed uniformly over the

year. In particular, November and

December births, or dates 306 to

366, were assigned mainly to lower

draft numbers representing earlier

calls to serve. This led to

complaints that the lottery was not

random, as required. Analysis of

the procedure suggested that mixing

366 capsules in the shoe box did

not mix them sufficiently before

dumping them into the jar. In the

control group: The capsules were

put in a box month by month,

January through December, and

subsequent mixing efforts were

insufficient to overcome this

sequencing.". A Monte Carlo

simulation found that the

probability of a random order of

months being this close to the 1-12

sequence expected for unsorted

slips was 0.09%.

IRA (IMPRESSED)

Well, June things always work

better with you around!

June exits smiling.

MATCH CUT:

16 EXT. - BOSTON UNIVERSITY CAMPUS - DAY 16

We match June walking on campus with the escalating protest

as a back drop.

JUNE (V.O.)

I was aware of the turmoil around

me, but I was enthralled by the new

protocols & processes in

network-to-network communications.

But I am a natural born crisis

management specialist! If you’ll

watch over my left-shoulder you can

see the incident is quickly

controlled by administration and

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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JUNE (V.O.) (cont’d)
staff members BUT they have all the

force on one side, where the bulk

of the protestors are on the

opposite where the fence is

weakest. Based on my calculations

he protest will break through in...

3, 2, 1.

Precisely on cue, The large protest in the background gets

more violent and breaks through the fence exactly how June

predicted. She shows no surprise.

JUNE (V.O.)

Should have hired me I create

positive outcomes.

Anyway, math doesn’t lie.

The protestors start throwing rocks at the police and

damaging car windows.

One of the rocks ricochets of a police shield and heads

directly towards June head!

17 JUNE POINT OF VIEW - ROCK APPROACHING 17

Like on a 70’s computer screen June quickly calculates the

trajectory of the projectile. Numbers and algorithms scroll

on the screen at lightning speed.

At the very last moment a masculine hand reaches out and

effortlessly catches the rock. Just in time!

ZOOM OUT - REVEAL IRA "THE GOOD" IN SUPERHERO STANCE

Ira uses his baseball skills to catch and intercept the rock

from hitting June’s head. We see the draft notice in the

other hand.

June looks up at him and its deepest true love for all of

eternity! Bright light shines on them from above.

CUT TO:

18 IRA GIVES JUNE A RING - LOVE MONTAGE 18

It’s only a flash of an image only for a split second.
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19 IRA & JUNE GET MARRIED - LOVE MONTAGE 19

It’s only a flash of an image only for a split second.

20 IRA & JUNE HAVE KIDS & A DOG - LOVE MONTAGE 20

It’s only a flash of an image only for a split second.

21 JUNE CAREER IN FINANCIAL SERVICE TECH - LOVE MONTAGE 21

It’s only a flash of an image only for a split second.

22 IRA & JUNE BUY MANHATTAN TECH TOWNHOUSE - LOVE MONTAGE 22

It’s only a flash of an image only for a split second.

TEXT READS: WORK...LIVE...FAMILY...TRAVEL

23 EXT. - BOSTON UNIVERSITY CAMPUS - DAY 23

TWO SHOT - JUNE & IRA

YOUNG JUNE

Please feel free to call me at my

home in Queens.

FADE TO WHITE:

JUNE (V.O.)

From the beginning it was a

"virtual graduation" from college

since formal graduation was

cancelled.

FADE IN:

24 BELLE HARBOR, QUEENS - JUNE’S HOUSE 24

June runs to meet the mailman. she has many letters.

She looks back at the house she grew up in. Memories flood

in.

25 FLASHBACK- LITTLE JUNE LEAVES FOR SCHOOL 25

WIPE TO:
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26 ZOOM IN - BELLE HARBOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - FILM FILTER 26

Little girl gets teased for not having the gold crayon and

not wearing magenta bobby socks. The wealthy kids, as

defined by living in a private house versus 1 of the 2

garden apartment buildings in the area, found it curious

that someone did not own a home, nor the new Crayola 64

crayon box with gold crayon nor 10 different colors of bobby

socks. Little girl’s great birthday parties and quiet,

confident stance attract the 2 most popular girls. These

best friends tell the rest she is amazing despite living in

an apartment house.

[pictures of: crayon box I still have in garage; 2 family

house]

DISSOLVE TO:

27 CLOSE UP - JUNE’S MULTIPLE JOB OFFER LETTERS 27

We see many job offer letters, she opens them one by one:

Federal Reserve bank, IBM, PWC a few others then Virtual

Computer Systems and an eye-popping salary!

The other offer letters fall to the bed and out of focus.

IN FOCUS TO OUT OF FOCUS - LETTERS FALL

CUT TO:

28 VIRTUAL COMPUTER SERVICES 1970 THREE MONTHS 28

JUNE (V.O.)

"virtual" is a thread that runs

through my evolution of tech jobs.

I received a lot of job offers. I

started a position in computers

because VCS offered me a lot of

money to be part of an

entrepreneurial venture, VIRTUAL

Computer Services. The Fed had also

offered me a job. Success in the

Financial Services and Technology

business depends on the art of

managing risk. At IBM, my expertise

was the operating system Multiple

Virtual Systems and taking

responsibility for the

implementation of major

corporations.

Today at Technology & Marketing

Ventures, Inc., my company’s

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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JUNE (V.O.) (cont’d)
infrastructure uses Virtual Web

Servers, VMWare. Virtualization

refers to running 2 or more

operating systems... but this is

not just for geeks. Other cool

things you can do with it are:

running old operating systems;

accessing virus infected data,

browsing in complete safety,

testing new configurations, backup

an operating system, create a

personal cloud computer and reuse

old hardware. I also dabble in

VIRTUAL reality where we create a

convincing environment that mimics

how we would act in real life.

Virtual Reality simulates being

somewhere else, also known as

Telepresence. If I had one

superpower, it would be

Telepresence. That is why I

registered the trademark,

Electronic-BoardroomTMVi(r)

Facility Solutions... the

infrastructure behind telepresence

for work, live, family, travel.

Young June winks.

29 *CAME BACK FROM HONEYMOON - COMPANY WAS BANKRUPT. 29

WRITE BUILD UP "EVERYTHING IS PERFECT COULDN’T BE BETTER!"

JUNE (V.O.)(CONT.)

Ethel used to say "you’ll give it a

kaynahora." This Yiddish word of

the day means knock on wood so no

jinx happens. VIRTUAL Computer

Services became virtually not

existent!

30 FEDERAL RESERVE BANK 30

Rows upon rows of male programmers in identical white shirt

and black tie attire. Some barely visible behind primitive

behemoth early tech hardware. In the middle of this grid

sits June.

JUNE (V.O.)

I didn’t know it at the time but

this (((NOTE: will write more here

this is to remind me of something

TBD)))

(CONTINUED)
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PROGRAMMER #1

Hey toots, you must be the new

secretary. Probably promoted from

the stenopool. Glad you are here,

why don’t you go get us some

coffee, the men have important work

to do.

JUNE (V.O.)

They assumed I was the secretary. I

was Math major w/ a 4.0 GPA. magna

cum laude... I have been dealing

with Paleolithic Cave-dwellers like

this my whole life.

YOUNG JUNE

You might have to get your own

coffee, my friend. I’m a

programmer, its my first day.

PROGRAMMER #1

Women can’t be programmers.

YOUNG JUNE

Why not?

PROGRAMMER #2

Yeah, society is doing amazing

things these days. I saw on my new

TV a monkey riding a tricycle, so

anythings possible.

PROGRAMMER #1

Did you get that groovy color TV?

PROGRAMMER #2

Yes sir, paid top dollar but got

the big one! 17 inches!

SLOW ZOOM IN - YOUNG JUNE

Programmers voices dim. Only the sound of the room whirling

and buzzing emanating from the encircled floor-length

automated reel to reel.

JUNE (V.O.)

They never even noticed how

insulting they were back then. In a

way I didn’t either. It was a time

where if the boss patted a women’s

backside that was seen as praise...
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31 EST. - QUEENS - DAY 31

JUNE (V.O.)(CONT.)

Its the fundamental flaw in all

human nature to find others to

degrade to rationalize one’s own

insecurities. There was a time, not

too long ago, where women were told

to find a successful man with whom

to have babies. I never set out to

be a pioneer for women’s rights in

tech. I just never believed anyone

when they told me I couldn’t do

something or I was so busy doing it

that I didn’t care I wasn’t

supposed to.

32 60S-70S 3 SISTERS RUN REAL ESTATE ON LOWER EASTSIDE CLINTON

STREET & DELANCEY STREET; 32

JUNE (V.O.)

You should understand that I didn’t

come from that traditional, quote,

unquote housewife type of

household.

DISSOLVE TO:

33 INT. - ETHEL’S KITCHEN IN BELLE HARBOR 33

JUNE (V.O.)

I remember being a little girl, and

peeking my head around the corner

and seeing my mother, Ethel and her

two younger sisters Ruthie & Millie

doing business once a week at the

kitchen table.

ZOOM IN - JUNE POV - ETHEL, RUTHIE & MILLIE AT TABLE

The table is covered with files, receipts and a big iron

adding machine, Millie pulls the arm. "Cha-ching!" Ethel

meticulously pours over an accounting ledger. Ruthie sorts

through a stack of cash like a blackjack dealer.

JUNE (V.O.)

They owned the Apollo Theater. Oh

not the famous one in Harlem, it

was a movie theater on the lower

east side with the same name. Also

ran their parents very successful

hat store, stocking store, clothing

store, a bar and two five-story

walkup buildings!

(CONTINUED)
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They all finish and stand up to leave. They had a confidence

pose that seemed to protect them when they walked up 5

flights of stairs with the superintendent, Aladdio in an

extremely dangerous building.

JUNE (V.O.)

One day a week they went down

to this very dangerous area,

collected cash rents and managed

maintenance issues.

Robert Moses, who we will get to a

little later, said it was "a

deteriorating area with low

property values." Ethel tried to

be home in time to make dinner for

June but often we went to the

restaurant on 116th street,

Westrich because she was so tired.

3 Sisters exit.

CUT TO:

34 INT. - MERRILL LYNCH BULLPEN 34

Sheldon gets off the elevator. Even before the doors open

team members are pinching their nose as they are punched in

the face by the most pungent odor. Smells like wet cat and

cheese!

TEAM MEMBER #1 (WHISPERS)

Here comes Pigpen.

SHELDON gets off the elevator and walks down the hall. He’s

5’5", square frame, round jolly smiling face and worked

24x7! As a result he looks like Jerry Garcia after a long

night at Studio 54.

JUNE (V.O.)

I could always count on Sheldon to

get it done correctly. He saw the

critical factors that no one else

did & alerted me to them, was

direct, honest and apolitical.

JUNE (V.O.)(CONT.)

It was 1971 and I started working

at Merrill Lynch as a Systems

Development Project Manager.

Immediately I was using my outside

of the box thinking to solve

problems. My wonderful team had one

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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JUNE (V.O.)(CONT.) (cont’d)
big complaint, Sheldon, my best

programmer really smelled!

35 JUNE’S OFFICE - TEAM MEMBER #2 POKES HEAD IN 35

TEAM MEMBER #2

June, perhaps you should have

delivered to him monthly a supply

of soap instead of the bonus he

got.

JUNE (V.O.)

I wound up letting him work from

home. Totally unheard of in those

days! Whenever or wherever he

wanted to as long as he delivered

results as defined on-time

on-budget!

Sheldon enters June’s office.

SHELDON

June, although I love working with

you, I was thinking of leaving

Merrill and have an interview to

work at Princeton University.

MERRILL JUNE

What is the reason you will tell

the interviewer that you want to

work there?

SHELDON

There are a lot of pretty girls

there and I could run around on the

grass whenever I want.

MERRILL JUNE

Sheldon, Sheldon I don’t think that

is the compelling answer that will

land you the job. Nevertheless,

Battery Park is very close to

Liberty Street and has a beautiful

running path along the water. It’s

a pretty girl lunch hour hotspot.

Sheldon smiles, he obviously likes the idea!

MERRILL JUNE

Do I make great "wingman" or what?

As long as you continue the

excellent work you consistently do,

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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MERRILL JUNE (cont’d)
go there anytime you want... I

think you will like it!

Sheldon leaves with a bounce in his step. Unfortunately that

bounce wafts his personal funk to the nose of each person he

passes. They react in succession to the wet cat cheese ala

Sheldon.

JUNE (V.O.)

Geeks like Sheldon and I are

motivated by the challenge,

authentic discussions which

motivate today’s millennials and

then the money just comes along

with it. Intuitively we keep

working until we reach a milestone

or get it completely done right...

Most geeks don’t excel if you box

them in or just offer money. In a

recent consulting job, I explained

this motivation to a hedge fund

manager whose fortune was dependent

on hiring and keeping quantitative

analysts.

CUT TO:

36 MERRILL LYNCH HALLWAY - JUNE 36

There were 3 Vice Chairmen all battling for control of the

company. The one June worked for lost. She is distraught.

She passes her friend Beavis Doughman former head of

investment bank Bull Stern. Clients include IBM, HP &

Lockheed Martin. He gives her inspiring and overall great

career advice!

(Elaborate)

FADE TO BLACK:

TEXT READS: "Being a Geek means never having to play it cool

about how much you like something." - Simon Pegg

FADE TO BLACK:

37 HOUSE HUNTING MONTAGE 37

Real Estate agent shows Ethel, Dave & June house after house

after house. Each time Ethel is so excited. Each time Dave

points to something and shakes his head no. The Real Estate

agents face drops with each house.

(CONTINUED)
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JUNE (V.O.)

My mom always wanted to buy a house

like the one in which she grew up

in. The mansion in Seagate,

Brooklyn and the apartment on the

lower eastside is a story for

another time. Point is my Dad was

owner of 3 townhouses in Manhattan

and preferred not to have to do any

work on a house after a long day’s

work in the city. He owned a garage

and spring shop in Soho and almost

lost it to the Lower Manhattan

Freeway. That too is a story for

another time. We are a true

American New York Family via Ellis

Island. I say that with pride!

INSERT: footage of Ethel telling this story

DAVE

You never pick your wife’s house.

WIPE TO:

38 BELLE HARBOR, QUEENS - JUNE’S HOUSE 38

Dave looks less than pleased. Ethel is the overjoyed! June

is taking it all in.

When I was 12 we finally bought a

house in Belle Harbor.

39 INT. - JUNE’S HOUSE ENTRANCEWAY 39

Ethel, Dave June move, clean, paint and create a home for

themself.

KENNY (O.S.)

Hey Mom! I painted the hall like a

rainbow!

Ethel’s face drops. Kenny is super-smart so when he gets

bored then he gets in trouble.

(SCRIPT NOTE: We never see Kenny only hear him a room away)

JUNE (V.O.)

We moved all of our belongings into

the basement while we started to

paint and decorate. That weekend...
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40 STOCK FOOTAGE OF HURRICANE DONNA. 40

JUNE (V.O.)(CONT.)

...Hurricane Donna hit.

(beat)

Belle Harbor is only 4 blocks

wide with Jamaica Bay on one side

and the Atlantic Ocean on the

other. The Bay and the Ocean met.

41 STOCK FOOTAGE OF HURRICANE DONNA. 41

Refrigerators float down the street, our cars are ruined

from the salt water, firemen come down the street in

rowboats to rescue those who were stuck in their homes.

42 INT. - JUNE’S HOUSE BASEMENT 42

Stamps hang from clothes pins in a

line. Kenny cries slightly (Off

Camera.)

JUNE (V.O.)

After the flood subsided, my

brother and I spent days attempting

to dry out his stamp collections...

June holds her doll like she lost a child.

JUNE (V.O.)(CONT.)

...and my precious Ginny Dolls

whose hair would never be the same.

43 EXT. JUNE’S HOUSE - TIME LAPSE 43

The Sun and the moon come up and down with accelerating

velocity. The house goes through floods, storms, ’Law &

Order’ Shoots... Suddenly a plane streaks from the sky. A

giant airplane engine falls and crushes the house behind to

dust. The plane breaks into pieces and pulverizes a few

houses in the distance. The sun comes up a final time.

Engine still peaking out from the property behind June’s

house.

44 EXT. - JUNE’S HOUSE - TIME LAPSE 44

THe house has a for sale sign. Realtor closes the deal all

in fast forward.

JUNE (V.O.)(CONT.)

After my Mom passed away in the

house I grew up in, I sold the

house right before Hurricane Sandy

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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JUNE (V.O.)(CONT.) (cont’d)
hit. That hurricane hit that area

hard.

45 STOCK FOOTAGE OF HURRICANE SANDY 45

shocking pictures/video of Belle Harbor and Hurricane Sandy

aftermath. Insert Ethel Interview footage.

JUNE (V.O.)(CONT.)

I think playwright David Ives said

it best, "It’s all in the timing"

FADE TO BLACK:

46 YORK AVE. APARTMENT 46

JUNE (V.O.)(CONT.)

I swore that when I got married I

would never buy a house... had seen

enough of them! My husband who

always lived in an apartment only

wanted a house in the suburbs. When

his job moved out of the City, we

wound up buying one.

47 HOUSE IN CONNECTICUT - 47

JUNE (V.O.)(CONT.)

In 1975, I wanted to buy a

townhouse in Manhattan. That was

when NYC was going bankrupt. The

famous NY headline from President

Ford to NY was "drop dead, we’re

not going to help you." That

townhouse would be worth 50 million

these days...

48 CUT TO A MANHATTAN BROWNSTONE 48

JUNE (V.O.)(CONT.)

Just saying. Where was I, Oh yeah.

at this point I was working at IBM.

WIPE TO:

49 IBM SYSTEMS RESEARCH INSTITUTE 49

JUNE (V.O.)

In 1975 I was aggressively

recruited by IBM. IBM was a client

of Merrill Lynch. It was rare for

IBM to offer a job to a

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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JUNE (V.O.) (cont’d)
professional hire. I moved to the

Banking Dept. IBM was what defined

my career path. Mike Bloomberg made

a deal to use Merrill Lynch

databases with IBM hardware and

software to create the Bloomberg

empire!

It was the perfect time! The

computer industry expanded and wove

its way into everyday life.

Supermarket checkout, ATM’s,

Portable Computers, Domestic

Satellite Partnership, Systems

Network Architecture (SNA), a

networking protocol for computing

systems. This computer

communication frees computer users

from the technical complexities.

Researchers conceive fractal

geometry -- the concept that

seemingly irregular shapes can have

identical structure at all scales.

This new geometry makes it possible

to describe mathematically the

kinds of irregularities existing in

nature.

IBM’s researchers fabricated an

8,000-bit semiconductor memory chip

with a storage density of five

million bits per square inch. Also

discovered the first polymer to

become superconducting and lose

virtually all resistance to

electric current flow.

50 PICTURES: JUNE IN THINK MAGAZINE/IMAGES OF HARDWARE 50

JUNE (V.O.)(CONT.)

Two very important things happened

in 1977. IBM’s Data Encryption

Standard (DES) enciphering/

deciphering algorithm, is accepted

as a standard by National Bureau of

Standards. It providing a high

level of security for data

transmitted over communication

lines by making a stream of

characters unintelligible, the

algorithm is incorporated in the

IBM 3845 encryption unit and can

access more than 70 quadrillion

possible keys, making unauthorized

discovery extremely difficult.

(CONTINUED)
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CUT TO:

51 INT. - HOSPITAL ROOM 51

June lays in the bed with a tiny newborn. Ira is at her

side. IBM sent a silver spoon as a gift! Ira presents it to

her.

JUNE (V.O.)(CONT.)

And after 20 hours of labor. Ira

and my first son was born.

June breaks the fourth wall and speaks directly to camera.

YOUNG JUNE

Well that’s it for our pilot

episode. Hope you liked it!

IRA

Wait, did you tell them about how

you created Technology & Marketing

Ventures Inc?

NEWBORN

What about Electronic-boardroom

TMVi(r) Solutions? How you are

trademarked for 6 lines of

business: TV, consulting, network,

education, database, newsletter.

IRA

How you were a keynote Speaker at

the NYU - Council of Independent

Colleges & Universities - NYS

Governor - Chase Chairman, Boards

of Trustees - NYC Economic

Development Council event? How

about all of your director

positions: NY Chapter Treasurer of

National Association of Corporate

Directors, NYC health & human

services

non-profit, financial credit union,

AMEX listed retail

stores/catalog/e-commerce

firm, mobile marketing & payments

firm?

NEWBORN

So you didn’t mention your 5th

estate research with the Oxford

Internet Institute? or

International Conference on Social

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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NEWBORN (cont’d)

Values Speaker that led to

corporate governance initiative,

Business contributor to Oxford Book

Management of Values in Education

and Business, Oxford TV show on

Electronic-BoardroomTMVi(r)

Methodology for stock and company

assessments, advisory board that

created the Oxford Internet

Institute?

YOUNG JUNE

Ha, thanks guys but none of that

stuff happened yet, it’s 1977.

We’ll just have to make this series

to tell the amazing full story...

(beat)

Even though my speech at Oxford on

WikiLeaks, Arab Springs, English

Riots, Occupy Wall Street-- the

impact of 5th estate movements on

Corporations, hit the all time high

of downloads from the global Social

Science Research Network.

IRA

Didn’t you sit at the podium with

the founder of the Internet, Vince

Cerf.

YOUNG JUNE

Yes I did.

NEWBORN

You were British Airways face of

opportunity winner!

52 INSERT AWARDS WHITEBOARD ANIMATION 52

YOUNG JUNE

yes I was.

IRA

You didn’t even mention

EmpowernatorJune.

June smiles.
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53 INSERT EMPOWERNATORJUNE FOOTAGE 53

54 INT. - HOSPITAL ROOM 54

DOLLY BACK AND ZOOM OUT - MOTHER, FATHER & BABY

The voices become fainter as a family enjoys togetherness

and new horizons.

FADE TO BLACK:

THE END
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